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Abstract
Isadora is a specification mining tool for creating information-flow properties for hardware. Isadora combines hardware
information-flow tracking and specification mining to produce properties that are suitable for the hardware security validation
and support a better understanding of the hardware’s security posture. Isadora is fully automated; the user provides only
a hardware specification and a testbench—they do not need to supply a threat model or security requirements. Isadora is
evaluated on a RISC-V processor, an SoC access control mechanism, and the OpenTitan hardware root of trust. Isadora
generates security properties that align with CommonWeakness Enumerations (CWEs) and with properties written manually
by security experts.

Keywords Information-flow tracking · Specification mining · Hardware security validation

1 Introduction

Security validation is an important yet challenging part of
the hardware design process. A strong validation provides
assurance that the hardware is secure and trustworthy: it
will not be vulnerable to attack once deployed, and it will
reliably provide software and firmware with the advertised
security features. A security validation engineer is tasked
with defining the threat model, specifying the relevant secu-
rity properties, detecting any violations of those properties,
and assessing the consequences to system security.

Existing commercial design tools1Examples includeMen-
tor Questa Secure Check, Cadence JasperGold Security Path
Verification, and Tortuga Logic Radix.can verify security
properties. But the validation is only as strong as the pro-
vided properties. Defining properties is a crucial part of the

1 Examples includeMentor Questa Secure Check, Cadence JasperGold
Security Path Verification, and Tortuga Logic Radix.
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security validation process that currently involves a signifi-
cant manual undertaking.

Isadora is an automated methodology that combines
information-flow tracking with specification mining to cre-
ate a hardware security specification. The specification can
be used as a set of security properties suitable for use with
existing security validation tools, and it can also be studied
directly by the validation engineer to support their under-
standing of how information flows through the hardware and
to better understand potential security weaknesses.

Hardware information-flow tracking (IFT) is a powerful
security verification technique that monitors how informa-
tion moves through the hardware [24]. Hardware IFT was
introduced at the gate level [25,38] and has been optimized
toward RTL [2,42] and HLS [33]. Existing IFT verification
engines can be used to confirm whether a given information-
flow property holds. However, it is up to the designer to
specify the full set of desired flow behaviors.

Specification mining offers an automated alternative to
manually writing properties. The technique works by ana-
lyzing traces of execution to find patterns of behavior.
Specification mining can be applied to software [1] or hard-
ware [19], and has recently been applied to system on a chip
(SoC) designs [15,34]. Security specification mining focuses
on finding patterns of behavior that are critical to security
and has been shown valuable for the security analysis of
processors [11,12,43]. However, many important vulnerabil-
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ities relate to how information flows, properties that are not
discoverable via trace analysis on traces of only functional
values.

The key insight behind Isadora is to mine traces that
consist of the functional values and their IFT labels. Min-
ing upon this IFT-enhanced trace enables the generation
of information-flow properties. The security labels encode
information related to noninterference, which transforms the
information-flow properties from the space of hyperproper-
ties [6]—where trace-based mining does not apply—to the
space of trace properties.

A naïve application of trace-based mining to an IFT-
enhanced traces quickly runs into issues of complexity: the
traces are large and overwhelm the miner. Additionally, the
miner will discover properties over the security labels and
original hardware signals that are meaningless and cannot be
transformed back to the space of information-flow properties
in the original design. To handle these issues we separate the
process of identifying source–sink flow pairs in the design
from the process of mining for the conditions that govern
those flows. The first can be done by leveraging existing
information-flow tracking tools and the second makes use of
existing trace miners. The key to making the approach work
is to synchronize the two parts using clock-cycle time.

The methodology we present here can inform an auto-
mated analysis of a hardware design by identifying flow
relations between all design elements including conditional
flows along with their conditions, multi-source flows, and
multi-sinkflows.Themethodology requires no input from the
designer beyond the design and testbench. For larger designs
or for better performance, the designer may restrict the set
of source and sink signals to find information flows within
specific sub-spaces of the design.

To our knowledge, Isadora represents the first specifica-
tion miner capable of extracting information-flow security
properties from hardware designs. Isadora is a fully auto-
mated security specification miner for information-flow
properties. Isadora uses information-flow tracking (IFT)
technology from the simulation-based security verification
engine, Radix-S by Tortuga Logic [28], and is implemented
on top of Daikon [14], a popular invariant miner.

• Isadora characterizes the flow relations between all ele-
ments of a design.

• Isadora identifies important hardware security properties
without guidance from the designer.

• Isadora can be used to find undesirable flows of informa-
tion in the design.

• Isadora is applicable to SoCs and CPUs.

To measure our methodology and the usefulness of
Isadora’s mined specification, we evaluated Isadora over
an access control module, a RISC-V CPU design, and the

OpenTitan hardware root of trust. We evaluated the out-
put of Isadora versus expected information-flow policies of
the design and found information-flow specifications that, if
followed, protect designs from known and potential future
attack patterns.

2 Hardware security properties

Isadora generates different classes of information-flow prop-
erties. Information-flow restrictions indicate the lack of infor-
mationflowbetween twohardware components. Information-
flow conditions denote an information flow between two
hardware components, but only when the hardware is in a
certain state.

Whenconsideringproperties,we candifferentiate between
properties of the design and the properties that are discovered
from traces. In practice, a trace cannot explore all possible
design states so the properties found by specification miners,
including Isadora, may under-approximate design behavior.
On the other hand, any information flow described by Isadora
is a true flow of the given design. In this section, we discuss
the classes of information-flow properties that Isadora can
specify and provide a grammar for the properties. In Sect. 6,
we explore how these properties may differ from true prop-
erties of the design.

2.1 Tracking information flow

Hardware IFT can precisely measure all digital information
flows in the underlying hardware including implicit flows
through hardware-specific timing channels [24]. Isadora uses
register transfer level IFT [2] to track data flow between sig-
nals rather than considering individual bits, with ‘signals’
in this context referring to the Verilog notion of a register.
Isadora may additionally be configured to consider Verilog
wires, and this configuration was used on SoC designs. We
use the term signal to refer to any design element, be it a
register or wire in the Verilog sense.

Tracking proceeds as follows: for each signal s in the
hardware, a new signal sT , which acts as the IFT label, is
added along with the logic to track how the label propagates
through the design. The resulting security model provides
a logic that analyzes the security labels and system state,
and updates those labels on a cycle-by-cycle basis. This is as
documented in GLIFT [25] and RTL IFT [2]. Isadora uses
Tortuga Logic Radix-S to generate a security model.

The security model is initialized by setting the label of a
relevant information source signal (or multiple signals). All
other tracking labels are initialized to zero. As the hardware
executes, if information related to a source signal propa-
gates to a second signal, the second signal’s tracking label is
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updated from to be nonzero, i.e., the security model indicates
that there is a flow of information.

2.2 Information-flow restrictions

Using hardware IFT, we can express the property that infor-
mation from signal r1 should never flow to signal r2: if r1
is the only signal whose tracking label rT

1 is initialized to
nonzero, then for all possible executions, r2’s tracking label
rT
2 should remain at zero:

(∀ri , rT
i �= 0 ↔ i = 1) → G

(
rT
2 = 0

)
.

This style of information-flow restriction can be useful
for ensuring unprivileged users cannot influence sensitive
state or for ensuring that sensitive information cannot leak
to an unprotected memory space, unprotected I/O port, or
some other publicly viewable hardware state. However, it
cannot capture conditional properties, for example that reg-
ister updates are allowed after reset.

2.3 Information-flow conditions

We can express the property that information from a signal
r1 may flow to another signal r2 under some condition P: if
r1 is the only signal whose tracking label rT

1 is initialized to
nonzero then for all possible executions of the design, r2’s
tracking labelrT

2 will only become nonzero if some predicate
P holds:

(∀ri , rTi �= 0 ↔ i = 1) → G(¬P → (rT2 = 0 → X(rT2 = 0)))

This style of an information-flow condition can be used to
express that register updates are allowable only during certain
system states or that memory accesses requires successful
access control checks.

2.4 Grammar of properties

We produce information-flow properties using a restric-
tion operator =/=> that indicates the lack of information
movement between two hardware signals. This allows us
to succinctly express both information-flow restrictions and
information-flow conditions. More formally, the operator
=/=> indicates noninterference [18].

The grammar of Isadora properties is:

φ
.= r1=/=> r2 | e → r1 =/=> r2

e
.= b ∧ e | b

b
.= r ∈ {x, y, z} | Ar1 + Br2 + C = 0 | r1 �= r2 | r
= prev(r).

The property r1 =/=> r2 states that information flow
from r1 to r2 is restricted. The property e → r1 =/=> r2
states that ¬e must hold for information to flow from r1 to
r2. The symbol r is a signal in the design, r ∈ {x, y, z}
means that r may take on any one of the values in a set of
cardinality less than or equal to three, and prev(r) refers to
the value of r in the previous clock cycle.

3 Methodology

Isadora analyzes a design in four phases: generating traces,
identifying flows, mining for flow conditions, and postpro-
cessing. An overview of the workflow is presented in Fig. 1.

Isadora uses an information-flow security model to add
a security label to every hardware component and provide
logic that calculates how to update the labels as the hardware
executes. Isadora uses Tortuga Logic Radix-S to generate
the security model. Radix-S performs a functional simula-
tion using a user-supplied functional testbench. Radix-S uses
its security model to compute an IFT-enhanced trace that
specifies the value of every hardware signal along with its
corresponding IFT label for every clock cycle during simu-
lation. The labels act as additional metadata about how the
hardware behaves with respect to propagating information.
These IFT labels are crucial for Isadora to derive IFT security
properties.

Next, Isadora studies the trace set to find every flow that
occurred during the simulation of the design. This set of flows
is complete: if a flow occurred between any two signals,
it will be included. As the end of this phase, Isadora also
produces the complete set of restrictions: pairs of signals
between which no information flows.

Then, Isadora uses Daikon [14] to infer, for every flow, the
predicates that specify the conditions under which the flow
occurred.

The final phase removes redundant and irrelevant predi-
cates from the set and logically combines the predicates with
the information flows to produce the information-flow con-
ditions. These, along with the information-flow restrictions
from the second phase, form the information-flow specifica-
tion produced by Isadora.

3.1 Generating traces with information-flow
tracking

We use Tortuga Logic Radix-S to create the security model
and generate the trace set. The simulation is driven by a
functional testbench that is accompanied by the hardware
designs. The testbenches are not modified in any manner.
The testbench provides input values to the hardware to drive
its functional execution. Additionally, we provide Radix-S
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Fig. 1 An overview of the
Isadora workflow

the src signal to track, i.e., the security label of srcwill be
initially set (tainted).

Let τsrc = 〈σ0, σ1, . . . , σn〉be the trace of a design instru-
mented to track how information flows from one signal,src,
during execution of a testbench. The state σi of the design
at time i is defined by a list of triples describing the current
value of every design signal and corresponding tracking label
in the instrumented design:

σi = [
(s1, v1, v

t
1), (s2, v2, v

t
2), . . . , (sm, vm, vtm)

]
i .

In order to distinguish the source of an information flow,
each input signal must have a separate taint label. However,
trackingmultiple labels is expensive [25]. Therefore, Isadora
takes a compositional approach. For each source signal, an
IFT-enhanced trace is generated to track the flow of informa-
tion from only a single input signal of the design, the src
signal. This processmay be applied to each signal in a design,
or to a specified subset.

The end result is a set of traces for a hardware description
D and testbench T: TDT = {τsrc, τsrc′ , τsrc′′ , . . .}. Each
trace in this set describes how information can flow from a
single input signal to the rest of the signals. Taken together,
this set of traces describes how information flows during exe-
cution of the testbench T.

3.2 Identifying all flows

In the second phase, the set of traces is analyzed to identify:

(1) Every pair of signals between which a flow occurs, and
(2) The times within the trace at which each flow occurs.

Each trace τsrc is searched to find every state in which a
tracking label goes from being set to 0 to being set to 1.
In other words, every signal–values triple (s, v, vt ) that is

of the form (s, v, 0) in state σi−1 and (s, v, 1) in state σi
is found and the time i is noted. This is stored as the tuple
(src,s, {i0, i1, . . .}), which indicates that information from
src reached signals at all times i ∈ {i0, i1, . . .}.We call this
the time-of-flow tuple. There can be multiple times-of-flow
for a given source signal to sink signal within a single trace
because the tracking label may be reset to zero by events such
as resets.

Once all traces havebeen analyzed, the time-of-flow tuples
(src,s, {i0, i1, . . .}) are organized by time. For any given
set of times {i0, i1, . . .} there may be multiple discovered
flows. For all traces τsrc generated by a testbench, the timing
of flows from source src can be compared to the timing of
flows from a second source src′; the value i will refer to the
same point in the testbench.

At the end of this phase, Isadora produces two outputs.
The first is a list of the unique sets of times present within
time-of-flow tuples and all the corresponding signal pairs for
which flow is discovered at precisely the times in the set:

Sflows = [〈{i0, i1, . . .} :{(src1,s1), (src2,s2), . . .}〉;
〈{i ′0, i ′1, . . .} :{(src1′,s1′), (src2′,s2′), . . .}〉; . . .].

The same src may flow to many sinks s ∈ {s1,s2, . . .}
at the same times i ∈ {i0, i1, . . .}, and the same sink
s may receive information from multiple sources src ∈
{src1,src2, . . .} at the same times i ∈ {i0, i1, . . .}. The
second output from this phase is a list of source–sink pairs
between which information flow is restricted:

Sno−flow = {(src,s), (src′,s′), . . .}.

This set comprises the information-flow restrictions of the
design and may be specified with the restriction operator as
src =/=> s
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3.3 Mining for flow conditions

In the third phase, Isadora finds information-flow conditions.
For example, if every time src flows to s, the signal r has
the value x , Isadora infers the information-flow condition:

¬(r = x) → src =/=> s.

Isadora uses the technique of dynamic invariant detec-
tion [14] on traces to infer behaviors using pre-defined
patterns. In order to isolate the conditions for information
flow between two signals, Isadora uses Sflows to find all the
trace times i at which information flows from src to s dur-
ing execution of the testbench. The corresponding trace is
then decomposed to produce a set of trace slices that are two
clock cycles in length, one for each time i . Consider time-
of-flow tuple (src,s, [i, j, k, . . .]), which as a notational
convenience here uses distinct letters to denote time points
rather than subscripts for clarity in the following expres-
sion. Given this tuple, Isadora will produce the trace slices
〈σi−1, σi 〉, 〈σ j−1, σ j 〉, 〈σk−1, σk〉. These trace slices include
only the functional signals from the hardware; the IFT labels
are removed. Invariant detection over these functional trace
slices, or tracewindows of length two, allows generates pred-
icates specifying design state prior to and concurrent with an
information flow. Predicates match one of the four patterns
for expressions given by the grammar in Sect. 2.

3.4 Postprocessing

Finally, Isadora performs additional analysis to find invari-
ants that may hold over the entire trace set by running the
miner on the unsliced trace. Isadora eliminates any predi-
cate found to be a trace-set invariant. A trivial example is the
invariant clk = {0, 1}.

The final output from postprocessing is the information-
flow restrictions. Isadora can express these as multi-source
to multi-sink flows, where all source–sink pairs are simi-
larly restricted. This produces comparatively few properties,
which in practice were approximately as many as the number
of unique source signals, and avoids redundant information.
These information-flow conditions and the information-flow
restrictions discovered in Phase 2 (Sect. 3.2) make up the
set of information-flow properties produced by Isadora. Two
examples of properties are shown in Appendix 1.

4 Implementation

Isadora uses Tortuga Logic Radix-S to generate the security
model, the Questa Advanced Simulator to simulate the secu-
rity model and functional specification and generate traces,
and the Daikon [14] invariant miner to find flow conditions.

A Python script manages the workflow and implements flow
analysis and postprocessing.

4.1 Generating traces

An automated utility identifies every signal within a design
and configures Tortuga Radix-S to build the security model
separately for each of these signals, or accepts a set of input
signals. We run Tortuga in exploration mode, which omits
cone of influence analysis, and track flows to all design state
using the $all_outputs variable. The resulting instru-
mented designs are simulated in QuestaSim over a testbench
(see Evaluation, Sect. 5) to produce a trace of execution.

4.2 Identifying flows

Flow identification is implemented as a Python tool that reads
in the traces generated by QuestaSim and produces the set
of information-flow restrictions and the time-of-flow tuples.
This phase combines the bit-level taint tracking by Radix-S
into signal-level tracking. Each n-bit signal in the original
design is then tracked by a 1-bit taint label, which will be set
to 1 at the first point in the trace that any of the component n
bits in the corresponding original design signal where tainted
from the specified source.

4.3 Mining flow conditions

The mining phase is built on top of the Daikon invariant gen-
eration tool [14], which was developed for use with software
programs. Daikon generates invariants over state variables
for each point in a program. We built a Daikon front-end
in Python (approximately 800 LoC) that converts the trace
data to be Daikon readable, treating the state of the design
at each clock cycle as a point in a program. The front-end
also removes any unused or redundant signals and outputs
relevant two-clock-cycle slices as described in Sect. 3.3.

4.4 Mining flow conditions

When identifying the flows in the design, Isadora must pro-
cess a number source–sink pairs equal to n ∗ (n − 1) where
n is the number of signals in the original design. This corre-
sponds to n signals each acting as a potential source for all of
the other n − 1 signals in the design. Of course the tool may
be configured to consider only specified sources or specified
sinks, and this technique is demonstrated in Sect. 5.5 for an
SoC evaluation.

The resulting flow conditions describe the information-
flow relationship between these pairs of signals. In the case
of signals that must interact, and therefore have some flow
relation, but should do so under only certain restricted cir-
cumstances, this mining technique can automatically and
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precisely determine the circumstances under which the flow
occurs in practice. Or, in the case of two signals that were
not expected to have any flow relation, this technique can
provide a precise description of the error state.

5 Evaluation

We assess the following questions to evaluate Isadora:

(1) Can Isadora independentlymine security propertiesman-
ually developed by hardware designers?

(2) Can Isadora automatically generate properties describing
Common Weakness Enumerations (CWEs) [31] over a
design?

(3) Does Isadora scale well for larger designs, such as CPUs
or SoCs?

5.1 Designs

We assessed Isadora on three designs, the Access Control
Wrapper (ACW) [36] the PicoRV32 RISC-V CPU, and an
OpenTitan Hardware Root of Trust.

An ACW wraps an AXI controller and enforces on it a
local access control policy, which is setup and maintained
by a trusted entity. The ACW checks the validity of read
and write requests issued by the wrapped AXI controller and
rejects those that violate the local access control policy. We
study a single-controller access control system. The input
signals of the ACWs are dictated by the testbench, which
initializes them with the access control policies and acts as
the trusted entity. The design is shown in Fig. 2. The secure
operation of theACWandAker-based access control systems
has been verified through a property-based security valida-
tion process by the designers. We evaluate how Isadora’s
properties compare to the manually developed security spec-
ification.

PicoRV32 CPU is a CPU core that implements the RISC-
V RV32IMC Instruction Set, an open standard instruction
set architecture based on established reduced instruction set
computer principles. We use the PicoRV32 CPU to evaluate
howwell Isadora automatically generates properties describ-
ing CWEs and to evaluate how well Isadora scales on a CPU
design.

The OpenTitan SoC is an open source silicon hardware
root of trust (RoT). Our analysis focuses on the one-time
programmable memory (otp) module (u_otp_ctrl). The OTP
holds important information like encryption keys and per-
forms scrambling and other cryptographic operations when
distributing keys across theOpenTitan SoC. For example, the
OTP provides keys to the FLASH and SRAM that they use
for encryption and authentication.We use theOpenTitan SoC

to evaluate how well Isadora may be applied to large-scale
designs using larger amounts of trace data.

5.2 Isadora runtime

There are two major parts of the Isadora framework. The
first part generates the IFT-enhanced traces. The second part
mines those traces using Daikon. Trace generation domi-
nated the overall runtime, scaling at a pace slightly worse
than linear with number of unique signals in a design. Trace
generation is parallelizable and parallelization will be nec-
essary on larger designs.

Trace generation involves several steps. A security model
is generated separately for each source signal using Radix-S.
Thus in order to analyze all hardware signals (as was done
with the ACW and PicoRV32), Isadora generates a separate
security model for each signal. Once the security model is
generated, Isadora uses QuestaSim to simulate the security
model and the functional (SystemVerilog)model using a pro-
vided functional testbench. The simulation generates a trace
of hardware signals over time that includes both the signals’
IFT labels and their functional values.

The design sizes are given in Table 1. For the ACW, trace
generation took 9h33m. For the PicoRV32 CPU, trace gener-
ation took 8h35m. For the OpenTitan, trace generation took
multiple days. The SoC evaluation mining time differs in a
number of ways from the ACW and CPU times. Firstly, it
was performed on a different, faster system. Secondly, it has
many fewer sources and much greater trace length. Lastly,
the initial unoptimized run over the SoC crashed on the 18th
of 22 properties after a few hours, and the 2:50 time comes
from removing all clock signals. Clock signals remained in
consideration for the ACW and CPU.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the ACW design, with labeled signal groups
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Table 1 Various size measures of the designs and trace evaluations

Design Source signals Total signals LoC (verilog) Trace cycles Trace GBs Daikon traces Isadora props Mining time (mins.)

Aker ACW 229 229 1940 598 0.7 252 303 29:51

PicoRV32 CPU 181 181 3140 1099 0.6 955 153 15:09

OpenTitan SoC 5 365 1.8M 3.6B 140 24117 22 2:50

5.2.1 Theoretical performance gains

When parallelizing all trace generation and all case mining,
Isadora could theoretically evaluate theACW in less than five
minutes. Parallelizing the first phase requires a Radix-S and
QuestaSim instance for each source signal, and each trace is
generated in approximately 100s. Further, the trace gener-
ation time is dominated by write-to-disk, and performance
engineering techniques could likely reduce it significantly,
such as by changing trace encoding or piping directly to later
phases. Parallelizing the second phase requires only a Python
instance for each source signal, and takes between 1 and
2s per trace. Parallelizing the third phase requires a Daikon
instance for each flow case, usually roughly the same num-
ber as unique sources, and takes between 10 and 30s per
flow case. Maximally parallelized, this gives a design-to-
specification time of under four minutes for the Aker ACW
and for similarly sizeddesigns, including thePicoRV32CPU.

Parallelization supports scaling up to SoC designs. Our
evaluation suggests that mining time increases logarithmi-
cally with respect to trace length, and that by decomposing
large designs into modules and submodules the mining stage
can be applied to trace sets that stay under the threshold for
which unique signals begin to dominatemining costs, usually
around 2000-4000 signals, while recomposing system-wide
properties in postprocessing. We also found that in the SoC
design there were frequently signals across multiple mod-
ules that always held the same value, and in such a case many
more signals may be considered before the internal inference
engine within the miner is overwhelmed.

5.3 Designer-specified security properties

For the ACW, we compared Isadora’s output against secu-
rity assertions developed by theAker [36] designers using the
CommonWeakness Enumerations (CWE) database [31] as a
guide. These assertions, the CWEs described, and the results
of Isadora on the ACW are shown in Table 2. For each asser-
tion, Isadora mined either a property containing the assertion
or found both a violation and the violating conditions for each
assertion.

We reported the observed violations to the designers who
determined that the design was secure and the error was in
the manually developed specifications: an information-flow

condition had been incorrectly specified as an information-
flow restriction. Isadora found the correct information-flow
condition.

Only 9 Isadora properties, out of 303 total Isadora proper-
ties generated, were required to cover the designer-provided
assertions, including conditions specifying violations. The
Isadora output properties may contain many source or sink
signals that flow concurrently and their corresponding con-
ditions, whereas the designers’ assertions each considered a
single source and sink. For example, on the ACW nine dis-
tinct read channel registers always flow to a corresponding
read channel output wire at the same time, so Isadora outputs
a single property for this design state. This state included the
reset signal and a configuration signal both set to nonzero val-
ues, which were captured as flow conditions, demonstrating
correct design implementation. This single Isadora property
captured 18 low-level assertions related to multiple CWEs.

5.4 Automatic property generation

For the two designs with full trace sets, the ACW and
PicoRV32 CPU, Isadora generates a specification describ-
ing all information flows and their conditions with hundreds
of properties. To assess whether these properties are security
properties, for each design we randomly selected 10 of the
303 or 153 total properties (using Python random.randint)
and assessed their relevance to security.

WeuseCWEsas ametric to evaluate the security relevance
of Isadora output properties. To do so, for each design, we
first determine which CWEs apply to the design. For both the
Aker ACW and PicoRV32 CPU, we used the Radix Cover-
age for Hardware Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)
Guide [28] to provide a list of CWEs that specifically apply
to hardware. We considered each documented CWE for both
designs. CWEs, while design agnostic, may refer to design
features not present in theACWor PicoRV32CPUormay not
refer to information flows. High-level descriptions in multi-
ple CWEs may correspond to the same low-level behavior
for a design and we consider these CWEs together.

Information-flowCWEs for hardware describe source sig-
nals, sink signals, and possibly conditions. CWEs provide
high-level descriptions, but Isadora targets an RTL defini-
tion. To apply these high-level descriptions to RTL, we first
group signals for a design by inspecting Verilog files and,
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Table 2 Isadora performance
versus Aker assertions, on the
ACW

Source Sink Predicate Aker Isadora CWEs Found?
signal signal condition props props

M PORT M INT GLOB 19 2, 40 1258, 1266, 1270 ✓

INT M PORT 19 43, 53 1271, 1272 1280

M PORT M INT C PORT 19 54, 204 1258, 1270

M INT M PORT 19 214 1272 1280

S PORT CNFG – 4 2, 6 1269, 1272, 1280 ✗

Table 3 The 14 CWEs considered for the ACW

CWE(s) Description

1220 Read/write channel separation

1221-1259-1271 Correct initialization, reset, defaults

1258-1266-1270-1272 Access controls use operating modes

1274-1283 Anomaly registers log transactions

1280 Control checks precede access

1267-1269-1282 Configuration/user port separation

if available, designer notes. With the groups established, we
label every property bywhich group-to-groupflows they con-
tain. We also determine which source–sink flows could be
described inCWEs,which often correspond to, or evenmatch
exactly, a signal group. We use these groups to find CWE-
relevant, low-level signals as sources, sinks, and conditions in
an Isadora property. We also use these groups to characterize
the relative frequency of conditional flows between differ-
ent groups, which we present as heatmaps in the following
subsections.

5.4.1 ACW information-flow conditions

Over the ACW we assess fourteen CWEs which we map to
five plain-language descriptions of the design features, as
shown in Table 3.

For the ACW signal groups, all signals were helpfully
placed into groups by the designer and labeled within the
design. The design contained seven distinct labeled groups:

• ‘GLOB’—Global ports
• ‘S PORT’—AXI secondary (S) interface ports of the
ACW

• ‘C PORT’—Connections to non-AXI ports of the con-
troller

• ‘M PORT’—AXI main (M) interface ports of the ACW
• ‘CNFG’—Configuration signals
• ‘M INT’—AXI M interface ports of the controller
• ‘CTRL’—Control logic signals

Fig. 3 Group-to-group conditional flow heatmap for the ACW

GLOBsignals are clock, reset, and interrupt lines. S PORT
represents the signals that the trusted entity T uses to con-
figure the ACW. C PORT represents the signals which are
used to configure the controller C to generate traffic for test-
ing. M PORT carries traffic between the peripheral P and
the ACW’s control mechanism. CNFG represents the design
elements which manage and store the configuration of the
ACW. M INT carries the traffic between the ACW’s control
mechanism and the controller. If it is legal according to the
ACW’s configuration, the control mechanism will send M
INT traffic to M PORT and vice versa. CTRL represents the
design elements of the aforementioned control mechanism.

First consider the heatmap view of the ACW in Fig. 3. In
this view, all of the Aker properties fall into just 3 of the 49
categories; these are outlined in red. Further, all of the vio-
lations were found with S PORT to CNFG flows, while all
satisfied assertions were flows betweenM INT andM PORT.
Another interesting result visible in the heatmap is the infre-
quent flows into S PORT, which is used by the trusted entity
to program the ACW. Most of the design features should not
be able to reprogram the access control policy, so finding no
flows along these cases provides a visual representation of
secure design implementation with respect to these features.

For the ACW, all ten sampled properties encode CWE-
defined behavior to prevent common weaknesses, as shown
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Table 4 Sampled Isadora
properties on the ACW

# Description 1220 1221+ 1258+ 1274+ 1280

3 Control check for first read request after reset � � �
10 Secure power-on �
37 Anomalies and memory control set after reset � � � �
96 T via S PORT configures ACW � � �
106 Interrupts respect channel separation �
154 Base address not visible to P during reset �
163 Write transaction legality flows to P �
227 Write channel anomaly register updates � �
239 Write validity respects channel separation, reset � �
252 Read validity respects channel separation, reset � �

Table 5 The 18 CWEs considered for PicoRV32 CPU

CWE(s) Description

276-1221-1271 Correct initialization, reset, defaults

440-1234-1280-1299 Memory accesses pass validity checks

1190 Memory isolated before reset

1191-1243-1244... Debug signals do not interfere with

-1258-1295-1313 ...any other signals

1245 Hardware state machine correctness

1252-1254-1264 Data and control separation

in Table 4. In this table, the columns labeled by a CWE num-
ber and a ‘+’ refer to all the CWEs given in a row of Table 3.
Eight out of the ten properties provide separation between
read and write channels, which constitutes the main func-
tionality of the ACW module. CWEs 1267, 1269, and 1282
describe information-flow restrictions, so they are not present
within the samples drawn from the numbered information-
flow restrictions, but we were able to verify they are included
in Isadora’s set of information-flow restrictions.

5.4.2 CPU information-flow conditions

Over the PicoRV32 CPU, we assess eighteen CWEs which
we map to seven plain-language descriptions of the design
features, as shown in Table 5.

The PicoRV32 CPU had no designer-specified signal
groups so we used comments in the code, signal names, and
code inspection to group all signals.

• ‘out’—Output registers
• ‘int’—Internal registers
• ‘mem’—Memory interface
• ‘ins’—Instruction registers
• ‘dec’—Decoder
• ‘dbg’—Debug signals and state
• ‘msm’—Main state machine

The memory interface and the main state machine were indi-
cated by comments in the code. The instruction registers,
the decoder, and debug all appeared under one dispropor-
tionately large section described as the instruction decoder.
Debugwas grouped byname aftermanual analysis found reg-
isters in this region prefixed with ‘dbg_’, ‘q_’, or ‘cached_’
to interact with and only with one another. Instruction regis-
ters prefixed ‘instr_’ all operate similarly to each other and
differently than the remaining decoder signals, which were
placed in the main decoder group. Internal signals were the
remaining unlabeled signals that appeared early within the
design, such as program and cycle counters and interrupt
signals, and the output registers were all signals declared as
output registers.

First consider the heatmap view of the PicoRV32 CPU
in Fig. 4. An interesting result visible in the heatmap is the
flow isolation from debug signals to the rest of the design.
Many exploits, both known and anticipated, target debug
information leakage, and the heatmap shows this entire class
of weakness is absent.

For the PicoRV32 CPU we find eight of ten sampled
properties encode CWE-defined behavior to prevent com-
mon weaknesses. We present these results in Table 6. The
columns labeled by a CWE number and a ‘+’ refer to all the
CWEs given in a row of Table 5. The remaining properties
were single source or single sink properties representing a
logical combination inside the decoder, and captured only
functional correctness.

5.5 SoC evaluation

When extending Isadora to work on the larger OpenTitan
design, we learned a number of lessons on scalability and on
information flow in SoC designs. For performance, we can
decompose SoC designs module-wise, and evaluate mod-
ules with their immediate submodules to generate properties
across module hierarchies. Fortunately, Isadora experiences
minimal time costs from considering much longer traces
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Fig. 4 Group-to-group conditional flow heatmap for PicoRV32 CPU

associatedwith full systems engaging inmore advanced com-
putations. In SoC designs with microarchitectural state, we
may want to study many additional signals (Verilog wires)
within a module, and by exploring designs module-wise we
have the efficiency to do so. For SoC designs, it is especially
helpful to specify fixed sources, either by signal or by a sig-
nal with a Verilog condition. SoC traces contain common
patterns that can be considered separately when preparing
trace for specification mining and removed to improve per-
formance, such as clock ticks or other timing updates, to
partition the design space. Omitting clock signals from con-
sideration improved performance from routinely crashing
the data miner after hours, to completing all data mining
in under 3min. Together, these techniques scale Isadora to
SoC designs.

For the SoC, we generated full design traces for five pre-
selected sources known to be of security interest.We selected
two key registers:

(1) RndCnstKey—Random constant used as scrambling key

(2) UserKeys—Secret keys stored in OTP memory

and three seed registers used by the OTP’s Key Derivation
Interface to derive keys for various applications:

(1) sram_data_key_seed—For use in the SRAM Controller
(2) flash_data_key_seed—For use in the Flash Controller
(3) flash_addr_key_seed—For use in the Flash Controller

All sources were located in the u_otp_ctrl module, Open-
Titan’s one-time-programmable (OTP) memory controller,
which served as the focus of our exploration. The flow sinks
included signals in u_otp_ctrl aswell as its first level submod-
ules. We present the in-module signals and other modules in
Table 7.

As a practical matter for evaluation, the size of an SoC
made generating the hundreds of traces used for theACWand
CPU prohibitively costly for a single instance of an under-
optimized research version of the tool. The resulting traces
still contained over a hundred times more trace data than the
CPU SoC sets over just these five sources. For each source,
we only considered ‘near’ flows within the source module
and its immediate submodules, with the understanding that
information flow could then be tracked through the entire
design using these intermediate signals.

Excluding flows to clock signals and flows at only time
zero, there are 16 distinct flow cases on the SoC that are pre-
sented in Table 8. We present the number of clock cycles
from the beginning of the trace at which the flow occurred,
how many distinct times a flow occurred on the trace, the
number of conditions discovered by Daikon, and the source
and sink signals. For the SoC design, we did not proceed
with the full postprocessing stage to avoid running Daikon
over the entire SoC trace, so the number of Daikon condi-
tions is presented as a proxy for the number of clauses of
a postprocessed information-flow condition. These proper-
ties holistically provide interest insight into how information
flows through the design.

Table 6 Sampled Isadora
properties on PicoRV32 CPU

# Description 276+ 440+ 1190 1191+ 1245 1252+

1 No decoder leakage via debug �
16 Instructions update state machine � �
30 Decoder updates state machine �
47 No state machine leakage via debug �
52 SLT updates state machine �
66 Handling of jump and load � � �
79 Loads update state machine �
113 Decoder internal update

130 Write validity respects reset �
144 Decoder internal update
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Table 8 OpenTitan SoC Properties. Times given are approximations for brevity. Starred (*) times diverged after the 7th co-occurrence. Double
starred (**) sinks also included rst_ni, rst_edn_ni, intr_otp_operation_done_o, intr_otp_error_o

Index Flow time(s) No. of occurrences No. of conditions Conditional flow relation(s)

01 0 1 2295 127 total flows

02 0 ∧ 1396538900 2 2198 src[1-5] =?=> edn_o

03 0 ∧ 1396940500 + 3313200n 14 92712 src[1-5] =?=> prim_tl_o

04 0 ∧ 1398647300 + 1706800n∗ 52 111833 src[3-5] =?=> core_tl_o

05 0 ∧ 1398647300 + 1706800n∗ 52 111822 src[1] =?=> core_tl_o

06 0 ∧ 1398647300 + 1706800n∗ 52 111811 src[2] =?=> core_tl_o

07 0 ∧ 1408285700 2 2083 src[2] =?=> otbn_otp_key_i+**

08 0 ∧ 1408787700 + 3313200n 70 114379 src[1-5] =?=> otp_ast_pwr_seq_h_i

09 0 ∧ 1409892100 2 2084 src[1] =?=> otbn_otp_key_i+**

10 0 ∧ 1412100900 + 3313200n 69 113763 src[1-5] =?=> pwr_otp_i

11 0 ∧ 1426056500 ∧ 1446538100 3 2096 src[1-5] =?=> otp_obs_o

12 0 ∧ 1459891300 + 9939600n 12 9517 src[1-5] =?=> data_copy

13 0 ∧ 1463706500 2 2085 src[3-5] =?=> rst_ni

14 0 ∧ 1479870900 + 3313200n 5 2040 src[1-5] =?=> data_load

15 1396840100 1 2290 src[1-5] =?=> otp_alert_o

16 1636093300 1 2239 src[1-5] =?=> otp_ext_voltage_h_io

17 1636193700 1 2295 src[1-5] =?=> scan_en_i

For example, property 06 specifies a flow from the secret
key stored in theOTP to the core_tl_o register, a TileLink-UL
bus device interface first occurred at time zero, then approx-
imately 1.4 billion picoseconds after the trace latter, then
approximately regularly every 1.7 million picoseconds for
total of 52 total occurrences. Isadora found 111811 predi-
cate expressions that held at each of these 52 time points.

We find that generally for flows that occurred multiple
times, they reoccurred some fixed number of cycles from the
previous occurrence and appear roughly periodic. Of the 16
flow cases, 14 flow into a single signal. 13 include a flow at
time zero, showing that there is an initial flow during sys-
tem initialization before the design successfully completes
reset. Ten are co-occurring flows from all sources to a sin-
gle sink. Seven occur more than ten times. The three seed
signals always flow concurrently to the same sink. The key
signals do flow into the same signals but at different times.
These 16 properties capture a total of 68 distinct source–sink
pairs. Two signals, core_tl_o and rst_ni, are a sink for all
five sources but do not receive flows at the same time, being
reached at separate time points by the seed signals and each
key signal.

The time zero only flows are distinct between key and seed
signals, though the same within keys and within seeds, and
contain many overlapping signals such as core_tl_i. At time
zero there are 127 unique flows, suggesting that informa-
tion flow is less restricted in the design prior to successfully
completing reset.

We tracked flows to unique signals by name, yet many of
these signals existed across multiple of the considered sub-
modules, so they constitute multiple flows to corresponding
signals in different modules. For example, core_tl_o only
exists as a single register signal in the u_otp_ctrl module that
served as the top module for our analysis, while the edn_o
signal corresponded to a wire in both the u_otp_ctrl and its
u_prim_edn_req module. In the full design, there are a total
of 17 edn_o wires traversing a nested module structure for
which this tracked flow is applicable.

The specificity of flow conditions was also strongly
bimodal, with all flows either having between 2000 and 2300
Daikon conditions or between 90000 and 115000 Daikon
conditions. Any time there were 5 or fewer flows was in the
former group and all others were in the latter group.

As with the ACW and CPU, we generate a heatmap of
the conditional flows, two of which are shown in Figs. 5 and
6. The first is a signal-to-module view. Rather than rely on
developing families for signals frommanual code inspection,
we track flows across module boundaries. That is, we log
each flow from the five designated sources within the top-
level u_otp_ctrl module, and track how many flows reach
each of its immediate submodules. The second is signal-to-
signal view within a single module.

By viewing the signal-to-module heatmap, we can also
see additional relationships between the signals. Flows over-
whelming occur within the u_otp_ctrl top-level module, with
an only a few irregular flows being directed to submod-
ules. Some modules are reached much more often than
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Fig. 5 Signal-to-module conditional flow heatmap for OpenTitan SoC

Fig. 6 Signal-to-signal conditional flowheatmap for anOpenTitan SoC
module

others, especially u_otp, followed by u_otp_ctrl_kdi and
u_prim_edn_req.Of the remainingmodules, onlyu_otp_ctrl_dai
receivesmore than 2 flows from any source, and all other sub-
modules receive exactly two from each source. Additionally,
we note that every immediate submodule is captured in this
heatmap, so there are no submodules that receive no infor-
mation flows. Given that many conditional flows occurred
from all five sources simultaneously, it is not necessarily sur-
prising to see the common case of all but two submodules
being reached from each of the five sources the same num-
ber of times, with a single difference of one instance (6 vs
7) between seed and key signals for the u_otp_ctrl_kdi and
u_prim_edn_req modules.

By viewing the signal-to-signal heatmap show that while
flows from the various source to sinks do not necessarily
occur at the same time, they occur very close to the samenum-
ber of times, and exactly the same number of times within
the u_otp_ctrl module, though at different points in time.

This suggests that at least with u_otp_ctrl, whatever events
are driving information flow from the designated source sig-
nals, the events have the same intramodule effect except in
terms of timing. One interesting result with regard to tim-
ing perhaps is the few signals reached only at time zero by
seed signals may be reached after reset is completed by the
key signals, such as intr_otp_operation_done_o. Further, this
signal-to-signal mapping also highlights a few signals to be
considered especially carefully in security validation efforts,
namely the core_tl_o, pwr_otp_i, and otp_ast_pwr_seq_h_i
signals, which together account for approximately half of
total times information flowed from any of the five sources.

6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the some limitations and further
work.

False positives may be introduced by insufficient trace
coverage, by limitations of information-flow tracking, or
by incorrectly classifying functional properties as security
properties. Sampling output properties found a 10% false
positivity rate with respect to misclassification. This rate is
discussed in greater detail in Sect. 6.2.

With regard to false negatives, they fall into two cases:
known and unknown. Isadora captured all known assertions
for the ACW (Sect. 5.3). For ACW and CPU properties
(Sect. 5.4), the sampled properties partially addressed all
CWEs manually determined to be relevant, but no CWE was
completely covered within the sampled properties. Amanual
inspection is needed to rule out the possibility of false neg-
atives with respect to CWEs. Unknown false negatives can
arise from limitations in trace coverage or in logical speci-
ficity.
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6.1 Trace reliance

As a specification miner, Isadora relies on traces. The second
stage relies on traces with sufficient case coverage to drive
information flow through all channels present in the design.
The third stage relies on traces to infer flow predicates. Over
buggy hardware, these predicates may form a specification
describing buggy behavior. Traces may not cover all cases
that can be reached by a design or even occur during normal
design operation.

Traces may not precisely describe some design features.
For example, when considering property number 154 on the
ACW, one of the sampled properties, Isadora found predi-
cates that ARLEN_wire and AWLEN_wire are both set to
be exactly 8 for any flow to occur. This property is shown in
full in Appendix 2.

The AxLEN_wire signals set transaction burst size for
reads and writes. For transactions in write channels, the
ARLEN_wire value should be irrelevant, and this clause
within the broader property constitutes a likely false posi-
tive.

TheAWLEN_wire is a different case. In a properly config-
ured write channel supporting transactions, this signal would
necessarily be nonzero, and for wrapping bursts must be a
power of two, but manual inspection of the code provides no
indication the value must be precisely 8.

While Isadora is testbench reliant, testbench generation
is an active area of research, and is more fully explored in
relatedworks such asMeng et al. [29],which studies concolic
testing for RTL.

6.2 Functional properties

When using CWE-relevance as the metric, Isadora does
include functional properties in its output, as shown in
Table 6. Sampling output properties found a 10% false pos-
itivity rate with respect to misclassification for the sampled
properties from both designs, with 0 of 10 properties found
to be false positives over the ACW, and 2 of 10 properties
found to be false positives over the PicoRV32 RISC-V CPU.

We attribute finding functional properties solely on CPU
primarily to differences in design and testbench. The ACW
studied was the target of validation efforts related to infor-
mation flow, and the testbench we used was developed as
part of those efforts. Further, as an access control module, by
nature much of its functionality was relevant to secure access
control.

With RISC-V, a minimal testbench was used that was
intended only to run the design in an environment without
access to the full RISC-V toolchain (such as our simula-
tion environment for IFT-enhanced trace generation), and
much of the design was devoted to behavior for which CWEs
did not apply, such as logical updates during instruction

decoding. One example of an Isadora property classified as
functional is shown in Appendix 3.

6.3 Initialization flows

Manual examination of output properties suggests patterns
of information flow during initialization, which is the first 4
cycles for theACW, first 80 for RISC-V, and first cycle for the
SoC, are highly dissimilar to later flows. During initializa-
tion, Isadora discovers flow conditions referencing signals
with unknown states. Isadora also finds concurrent flows
between elements for which no concurrent flows occur after
reset. Because conditions are inferred from comingled trace
slices from during and after initialization, the output proper-
ties may be insufficiently precise to capture secure behavior
related to this boundary.

6.4 Scalability

Isadora encounters a few challenges when scaling to SoC
designs. First, as a practical matter, we restricted our evalua-
tion over the SoC to only 5 sources, while we used hundreds
each for the ACW and CPU. Any time sources are being
restricted, especially by specifying them manually, we most
be cognizant that some flow between two signals could seem
relevant while neither signal may independently seem rel-
evant for any number of reasons. Future work on Isadora
can address this challenge in part by supporting paralleliza-
tion and by using less memory intensive storage for traces to
improve performance.

Second, Isadora relied on usingmodules with the OpenTi-
tan SoC to divide the large state space of the design.However,
it is not necessarily the case that in every design modules
are well suited to this task, or that a sophisticated adversary
may not target the specific challenge of infer flow conditions
across multiple module boundaries.

There are also ways to approach scalability as a research
question rather than an engineering task. For example, while
the Verilog notion of a module is helpful as a starting point,
further work could address the task of how to partition the
design to reducemining and trace generation costs, such as by
extracting control signals as is done in theAstarteminer [13].
Astarte tackled scaling up to CISC designs by using a two-
stage mining processor over design signals (in contrast to the
two-stage Isadora mining processor that considered design
signals only in the second stage). Astarte examined candi-
date control bits, each individual bit within a known control
register, to evaluate whether bits encoding behavior modify-
ing state for the design. In the first stage, Astarte examined
all registers and individual bits within registers (in practice
the n-bit subfields did not appear to correspond to meaning-
ful properties, but the functionality was maintained) to find
families of bits which changed under the same circumstances
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(that is, at the same time points). In the second stage, trace
properties were generated for the subset of the trace points
where bits were to either zero or to one. For many bits, the
trace properties across these two subsets of the trace points
were identical to the trace properties found across the trace
as a whole, but for a few bits, the design had demonstrably
different behavior.

For Isadora, we can use this control bit (or register or n-
bit register subfield) oriented technique both with respect to
individual control bits within the design signals but also with
respect to individual tracking labels. While this may gener-
ate many possible candidate inputs to the invariant detection
stage of our mining process, each run of this stage is indi-
vidually inexpensive and does not require redoing the trace
generation stage that overwhelmingly dominated our time
and memory costs.

7 Related work

7.1 Properties of hardware designs

Automatic extraction of security-critical assertions from
hardware designs enables assertion-based verification with-
out first manually defining properties [23]. IODINE looks for
possible instances of known design patterns, such as one-hot
encoding or mutual exclusion between signals. [20]. More
recent papers use data mining of simulation traces to extract
more detailed assertions [5,21] or temporal properties [26].
Recent work has focused on mining temporal properties
from execution traces [7–9,26]. A combination of static and
dynamic analysis extracts word-level properties [27].

The first security properties developed for hardware
designs were manually crafted [3,4,22]. SCIFinder semi-
automatically generates security-critical properties for a
RISC processor design [43] and Astarte generates security-
critical properties for x86 [13]. Recent hackathons have
revealed the types of properties needed to find exploitable
bugs for RISC SoCs [10].

7.2 Mining specifications for software

The foundational work in specification mining comes from
the software domain [1] in which execution traces are exam-
ined to infer temporal specifications as regular expressions.
Subsequent work used both static and dynamic traces to filter
candidate specifications [39]. More recent work has tackled
imperfect execution traces [41], and the complexity of the
search space [16,17,35]. Daikon, which produces invariants
rather than temporal properties, learns properties that express
desired semantics of a program [14].

In the software domain, a number of papers have devel-
oped security-specific specification mining tools. These

tools use human specified rules [37], observe instances of
deviant behavior [14,30,32], or identify instances of known
bugs [40].

8 Conclusion

We implemented and presented Isadora, a specificationminer
for creating information-flow specifications of hardware
designs. By combining information-flow tracking and spec-
ification mining, we are able to produce security relevant
information-flow properties of a design without prior knowl-
edge of security agreements or specifications.

We show that Isadora characterizes the flow relations
between all elements of a design and identifies important
information-flow security properties of an ACW and a CPU
according to Common Weakness Enumerations and that it
scales to accommodate full SoC designs.
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A Sample properties

In this section, we show examples of Isadora output.

A1 Case 154: ACW security property

Fig. 7 An example of an Isadora property, Case 154, over the Aker
ACW
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To consider the output properties of Isadora, Fig. 7 shows
an example of Isadora output, Case 154 of the 303 output
properties over the ACW module. This a case that was sam-
pled during evaluation. Here the condition predicates shown
are signal equality testing versus zero. Other predicates are
captured within the workflow but not propagated to individ-
ual properties formatted for output.

A visible difference between an Isadora output property
and the property grammar of Sect. 2 is that at output stage
Isadora properties may specify multiple source signals, may
consider multiple sink signals though do not do so in this
case, and may contain multiple invariants as conditions.

Case 154 includes an example of a flow condition between
internal and peripheral visible signals in addition to specify-
ing other aspects of design behavior. This is similar to the
example of write readiness from Sect. 2, but in Case 154, the
flow is from the internal signal to the peripheral, though the
power state predicate is identical. Of note, as in the case of
write readiness, this flow occurs exclusively within the write
channel, as denoted by the ‘W’ present in ready wire and the
data register.

AWREADY_int =/=> WDATA unless (ARESETN �= 0).

A2 Case 144: ACW functional property

One example of an Isadora property classified as functional,
with truncated flow conditions, is presented in Fig. 8, and
captures a logical update to an internal decoder signal. This
additionally shows an example of a property over multiple
sinks, a single source, and for which there are predicates
capturing both equality and inequality to zero.

Fig. 8 An example of an Isadora property, Case 144, over RISC-V
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